Six Prestigious Awards for Curvelle's New Catamaran Superyacht
QUARANTA - enthusiastic reception from design and yachting arenas.
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With “Best Concept Yacht under 50m” awarded in 2011 (during construction) and five more
awards in 2013- 2014 since launching, the 34m (110 ft) catamaran motor yacht “quaranta”
has been the proud winner of six prestigious awards . “We are extremely satisfied and
grateful for this enthusiastic endorsement from the superyacht owners, builders, and design
arenas. The smart thinking and innovation that went into the design of “quaranta” has been
very well received” says van Zanten, the founder of Curvelle.
Years of experience in yacht consulting and construction convinced him that a fresh way of
thinking was needed to deliver an efficient, cost effective, flexible and more accessible yacht
while still maintaining beautiful exterior lines, luxurious and spacious interiors. Believing
that the catamaran platform offers the key to achieving this, he put together a talented
team of designers, naval architects and marine engineers from various continents to
produce range of superyacht catamarans with a clear design focus without re-inventing the
wheel, but with attention on producing a very attractive superyacht catamaran. The result
speaks for itself and is clearly endorsed by the numerous awards that quaranta has won.
This innovative catamaran impressed judges with her many unusual features such as
flexible cabin layout, allowing multiple cabin configurations, all guest cabins on the main
deck with extra-large windows, stern platform for tender launching, swim/beach platform,
reduced mobility access and carbon fibre composite construction. Judges also
complimented the exterior styling, spacious deck and interior guest areas and the
construction quality.
For more information on the prizes please read our blog entry: http://curvelle.com/blog/sixprestigious-awards-for-curvelles-new-catamaran-superyacht-m-y-quaranta.
Quaranta is offered for sale. After cruising Turkey and Greece this summer she will be
available for viewing in Cannes and Monaco during the boat shows.
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